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CEP Secretary General Willem van der Brugge opened the meeting and welcomed the participants. He 
said he was glad to be in Paris and in such a beautiful venue. 
After him Mr. François Toutain, responsible for the fight against terrorism within the French Ministry of 
Justice, welcomed everyone and stressed the importance of the day. He said to be looking forward to 
working together and to focus on the current and good practices. 
 
Ioan Durnescu 
After the official welcome Mr. Ioan Durnescu, professor at the University of Bucharest (Romania) gave a 
presentation on the existing (de)radicalization and disengagement programmes and interventions in 
Europe. He started by saying that unfortunately there is not much hard evidence on methods that 
actually work and what doesn’t, and that it is therefore necessary to look at every source possible like 
case studies, geographic studies, psychological studies etcetera. 
He stressed the fact that besides radicalization and disengagement it is very important to look at 
reintegration to help the (ex) offender to return into the society, and also to clarify the various terms 
that exist in the field (e.g. clarify the difference between radicalization, disengagement from violent 
extremism, terrorism). 
Ioan explained that many times researchers had been trying to find a specific profile for radicalized 
offenders, but that this does not exist. The offenders come from different milieus and different regions. 
There are some characteristics they have in common (for example black & white thinking and “in group 
ID”), but still it is necessary to look at each offender individually. 
He showed the results of various studies that had been done and told the life story of ex-Islamist Maajid 
Nawaz and his way out of extremism, described in the autobiography “Radical”. 
 
As for disengagement (“what makes people leave”) – from research it can be deducted that disillusion in 
the group and its leaders is the most important reason to leave the radicalized network. 
Besides a change in the thinking it is also important that people have access to a house, a job – such 
basic things are pivotal to make sure that they can really lead another life. 
 
Ioan said that there were 40 de-ralicalization programmes worldwide and talked about a very successful 
one that that had been carried out in Sri Lanka. This country had a lot of experience in working with 
radicalized offenders since there were a lot of incidents with the Liberation Tigers of the Tamil Eelam. 
The programme they executed was very successful since it used a very holistic approach including 
vocational and educational training, drama, sport, home gardening, psychological sessions and spiritual 
sessions. Also the release from prison was very thoroughly prepared.  
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Other programmes that Ioan mentioned were “Back on Track” in Denmark, “Entré” in Sweden, “Healthy 
Identity Intervention” in the UK, “CoSA” in the Netherlands and “RIVE” in France.   
 
As learning point for the future Ioan stressed that it is very important to, besides the micro level of the 
individual offender, focus on the meso and the macro level. The meso level is the working with 
communities and with families, and the macro level is even bigger – investment in restructuring  
underprivileged places like Molenbeek in Belgium or Saint Denis in Paris. It would be very helpful to 
create better schools and safer surroundings in these areas (urban regeneration) so that they are not 
anymore “concentration camps of hopelessness”.  
 
Maria Lindström  (Sweden) 
After Ioan Durnescu Maria Lindström presented on the treatment programmes in Sweden. She said that 
at the moment it is not clear how many radicalized persons are under probation – the service does not 
have its own intelligence service which makes it harder to find out and also it is much easier to have 
information when offenders are in prison since the correctional service then controls the environment 
and most of the communication. 
Right now in the prison part of SPPS there are 80-90 offenders identified as radicalized or at risk for 
radicalization. The Prison and Probation Service both work with the RNR model (Risk, Needs and 
Responsivity) and see disengagement as an individual process. 
Maria distinguished two types of offenders – the “lone wolfs” (individuals who are not successful in 
society, have no job, no relationship, no education and feel very lonely which makes them hating society 
- they radicalize online where they are promised many positive things) and the “soldiers”, offenders who 
are already convicted of crimes and now turn towards another type of violence. 
 
At the moment a pilot project is done with Entré, a cognitive behaviour programme for radicalized 
offenders. The programme aims at disengagement rather than de-radicalization and is divided into three 
phases. The main aim is that each individual formulates his own narratives and needs for change. SPPS 
will evaluate the programme on this group, but at the moment there are no hard evidence yet.   
 
Carl Beckers and Gert Vanherk  (Belgium) 
Carl and Gert presented on the status in Flanders, the northern part of Belgium. In Belgium since 2015 
Probation is de-federalized into three different organizations – the “Maisons de la Justice” for the 
French speaking part, the “Justitiehuizen” for the Flemish speaking part and the “Ministerium der 
Deutschsprachigen Gemeinschaft” for the German speaking part.  
Carl showed a schedule on how radicalized offenders are being followed up by the NTF (National Task 
Force), the LTF (Local Task Force) and the LIVC (Local Integrated Safety Table). 
He explained that in Belgium there is a large database with details of radicalized offenders (and those 
suspected of getting radicalized), and the intention is that in the future also the Probation Service will 
have access to this database in order to be able to check details and put new information in.  
There are no standard programmes for radicalized offenders. 
Gert presented on the disengagement in prisons organized by the Flemish government. Their policy is to 
believe in differentiated approach – every person is unique. However the (working) climate in prisons is 
a big problem, which makes it very important to have an open attitude and concentrate on push and 
pull factors that can stimulate the inmates towards a better life.  
 
Ada Andreas and Sheila Barisic  (Netherlands) 
Ada and Sheila presented on the situation in the Netherlands and the specialized TER team (Terrorism, 
Extremism and Radicalization). This team started operating in 2012 with only 3 probation officers and 
has been growing since then. It has a very important position in providing information to for example  
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the Safety Houses (multi-agency approach). The team has up till now been involved in 189 cases – both 
arrested offenders and people at risk of getting radicalized. Since 2014 they see an increase of foreign 
fighter cases. 
The recidivism rate is only checked during the period that offenders are under probation supervision – 
after that there is no knowledge of how things go. 
Ada said that for the future they want to concentrate more on right wing extremism. 
 
Liz Curwen  (United Kingdom) 
Liz started by saying that in the UK Prison and Probation Service no use is made of the VERA2R tool. 
The UK government’s strategy is to “Pursue, prevent, protect, prepare”.  
Liz described 2 programmes that are in use at the moment – the Desistance and Disengagement 
Programme (DDP) and the Healthy Identity Intervention (HII). Up till now 130 have followed the latter 
and both programmes are being evaluated. 
At the moment within the MH Prison and Probation Service a large group of imams is being trained up. 
 
Saray Valdivieso  (Spain Catalonia) 
Saray told the participants about the programmes in Spain/Catalonia, and specifically about the 
intervention model used in Penitentiary Services called “Arrel”. This model is aiming at promoting a 
social climate, develop social ties and transversal values, and to prevent the process of radicalization.  
After this she talked about the ROOT programme (which she said she would be happy to share with the 
participants) and the Dynamic Detection (DD) methodology – a tool to check the inmates’ vulnerability 
to radicalization.  
Catalonia’s plans for the future regarding the topic of (de-)radicalization are the presentation of the 
ROOT programme and the carrying out of the PREPARE project.   
 
Mohammed Chirani  (France) 
Mr. Chirani presented the state of play regarding radicalization and radicalized offenders in France.  
There are 3 major themes in dealing with these offenders – security (for example by putting dangerous 
inmates in an isolation wing), the monitoring of the radicalized prisoners and the preparation for their 
prison exit.  
At the moment there are 4 specific assessment units for radicalized offenders, and 4 more will open in 
the near future. Besides these there are 2 rehabilitation units, and again 4 new ones opening soon. Here 
a multidisciplinary team is trained to work with these specific offenders. 
A big issue is the release of a large group of radicalized offenders in 2022 – it will be a challenge to try 
and disengage these offenders before release, and to identify those who are then still a risk for society. 
 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
In the afternoon there was a short time for group discussions on the following 3 questions: 
 

1. What are challenges for probation specifically dealing with radicalised and terrorist offenders in 
the community? 

 
A problem is the dilemma between the human approach and safety & security – these two tend to 
conflict. However it might be seen as a false dilemma since the human approach is also good for the 
safety of the community? 
The exchange of information between various services is good – up to a certain level/point. It should not 
go too far, the exchange should remain within the legal framework. 
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As good practice that is mentioned are the Safety Houses in the Netherlands (multi-agency 
cooperation), and as challenge the fact that we should not look at individuals only, but at the networks 
of offenders. 
 

2. What is considered as evidence based/good practice within the probation community on how to 
deal with radicalised and terrorist offenders? 

 
It is very difficult to get hard data on this topic. Common themes that are mentioned as important issues 
are tailor made programmes, a holistic view and the importance of involving families. 
A risk factor is the over-treatment of offenders, this could have negative consequences. 
Important and necessary is to use a multi-agency approach, to organize good risk assessment tools and 
to then also review these assessments. 
 

3. What are concrete examples of probation practice, programmes, interventions with this target 
group from EU MS or elsewhere that we can highlight in the paper? 

 
In the probation services the usual way of working with radicalized offenders is the generic way, the one 
used for all other types of offenders. It is important however to try to involve other agencies in order to 
have more sources and data. Also here the importance of a holistic way of working is mentioned, as well 
as the need to involve families and the need on the work on preparation for release. 
In France there are special NGO’s that can help the offenders after their release with housing and other 
such basic issues. Also there is an experiment on the use of Restorative Justice with this special group of 
offenders. 
For young offenders the use of art and literature can help to make their thoughts and intentions change 
towards an alternative way of thinking.  
As a big risk is seen the heavy caseload (large number of clients) for probation workers. 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Since unfortunately there was too little time to discuss the draft RAN paper (as intended), Ioan and 
Maria asked the participants to come up with their suggestions, good principles and examples. In fact 
the RAN paper will be the standard on how the probation services should deal with radicalized 
offenders, so input from experts like the ones present in this meeting would be extremely important 
and useful. 
Maria promised to send the participants a concrete email with points and questions that they can then 
react to. 
 
At half past three Willem closed the meeting by thanking everyone for their attendance and 
contribution and the French hosts for their generosity. He summarized that in many countries the same 
processes are going on, and that in many jurisdictions the existing de-radicalization programmes are 
evaluated. He said that during the meeting he had heard several times how important a good 
relationship between offender and probation officer is for the de-radicalization process. 
 
He invited the participants to think about topics for a next expert meeting and wished everyone a safe 
journey home.  
 
---------------------------------- 
Presentations to be found here: https://www.cep-probation.org/violent-extremism-expert-meeting-
paris/  
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